
Memorandum of Meeting 

To: Local Hazard Mitigation Committee (LHMC) - Town of Cumberland 

From: Craig Pereira 

Date: January 5, 2023 

Re: Cumberland Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) Update 

  

In attendance: 
 
Jonathan Stevens -– Director, Planning and Community Development 
Glenn Modica – Town Planner 
John Pliakas – Chief, Emergency Medical Services 
Joe Duarte – Director, Public Works 
Matt Benson – Police Chief 
Matt Alves – Deputy Police Chief 
Chris Collins – Pawtucket Water Supply Board 
Joe Luca – Conservation Commission 
Nick Anderson – Fire Chief 
Sarah King – Community Outreach Coordinator 
Mike Crawley – Director, Senior Services/Parks and Recreation 
Sara Brelsford – Chief of Staff, Mayor’s Office 
Frank Matta – Director, Cumberland Land Trust/Friends of the Blackstone    
 
Consultant Team 
Craig Pereira, Project Manager - Horsley Witten Group, Inc. (HW) 
 
The LHMC was convened to conduct the first meeting for the HMP update. The following 
items were discussed:  
  
1. Introductions. 
2. Scope of Work. 

a. Craig Pereira provided an overview of the tasks included in the Scope of 
Work. The Scope of Work submitted to the Town is included as an 
attachment.  

3. Updated Schedule.  
a. At the December 12, 2022 kickoff meeting with the Core Planning Team it 

was requested that an updated schedule be developed recognizing that some 
time had passed since the proposal submission and prior to selecting a 
consultant and getting a signed contract. 

b. Craig provided an overview of the updated schedule with a target date of 
September 1, 2023 for a draft deliverable to RIEMA. 

4. Kickoff Meeting (December 12, 2022) Follow-up.  
a. Project Webpage. Craig provided draft language for a project webpage to be 

hosted on the Town’s website. This will serve as a repository for project 
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meetings/presentations, the link for the Community Survey, and eventually 
the draft plan for public comment. Jonathan Stevens to work with Sarah King 
to get this up and running.  

b. Interdepartmental email. Jonathan sent this out December 14, 222 to alert 
municipal officials that the project had been kicked off and that Craig and his 
staff may be reaching out as part of the data collection efforts. 

c. HMP Update Layout. It was decided that the 2017 Plan format will remain 
consistent for the 2023 update. This layout was redesigned to align with the 
Plan Review Tool that RIEMA/FEMA utilize when reviewing draft 
submissions. 

d. Capability Assessment. Craig stated that he has already started to update 
this section of the 2023 Plan. This section includes a review of existing 
planning documents, Zoning, Ordinances and ‘capabilities’ of the community. 
Several additional data points are needed: 

i. Comprehensive Plan completed actions: received from Jonathan 
following the meeting. 

ii. Valley Falls EAP (Rail incident): Chief Pliakas to provide Craig with 
the updated plan (2019). 

iii. CERT Teams updates: Chief Pliakas to provide Craig with a 
summary of activities/trainings since the 2017 Plan. 

iv. GIS upgrades: Glenn Modica stated that the Town’s GIS is handled 
by an outside vendor now and they do all updates. 

v. Warning Systems (EMSTARS location): at the new Public Safety 
Complex (EOC) at 1379 Diamond Hill Road. Chief Benson indicated 
that the tower is still located behind the former police station (across 
the street). 

vi. FEMA Assistance Funding. Jonathan previously provided a list of 
funding received since the 2017 Plan. 

1. Craig requested any additional COVID funding received 
including Federal Declaration Number/Date/Amount/What the 
funds were used for. Chief Pliakas to provide to Craig. 

2. Craig requested a summary of the infrastructure improvements 
completed since the 2017 Plan along the Broad Street 
corridor. Joe Duarte to provide to Craig. 

3. Craig requested summaries for the two RI Infrastructure Bank 
grants the Town has received ($250,000 Valley Falls/Urban 
Forestry Program and $500,000Industrial Road Drainage 
Project). Jonathan to provide to Craig. 

4. 2017 Plan Report Card. Craig provided a copy of the 2017 
Plan Mitigation Strategy to the Core Planning Team at the 
kickoff meeting. This is not yet completed. This needs to be 
completed prior to the first Public Workshop. Jonathan, Joe 
and Glenn will work on completing this and will provide to 
Craig.  

5. Dams Data. Craig received the Emergency Action Plans 
completed in 2019 for the six high/significant hazard dams 
(completed by a planning intern and paid for by the Pawtucket 
Water Supply Board (PWSB)) including Diamond Hill 
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Reservoir Dam, Happy Hollow Pond Dam, Miscoe Lake Dam, 
Pawtucket Reservoir Dam, Rawson Pond Dam and Robin 
Hollow Pond Dam. Craig also requested copies (digital 
preferred) of the most recent Phase 1 Inspection Reports for 
these six dams. FEMA has recently changed their regulations 
(effective April 19, 2023) and now provides guidance and 
funding through their High Hazard Potential Dams 
Rehabilitation Grant Program (HHPD). Chris Collins stated 
that some work has been done to PWSB structures and some 
hazard classifications have changed as a result of these 
improvements. Chris to provide any updated information on 
PWSB-owned structures to Craig. 

6. Dams Data. Craig stated there are an additional 15 ‘Low 
Hazard’ dams located within the Town (four of which have 
shared responsibility with the Town of Lincoln on the 
Blackstone River). Craig will work directly with Joe to obtain 
any data his department may have on these structures. Craig 
will reach out to the RI Office of Dam Safety if no information is 
available through DPW.           

5. Hazard Index. 

• Craig provided an overview on the Scoring Criteria guidance provided by 
FEMA, the NOAA Severe Events Database (Data is reported County-wide 
unless otherwise noted) where information is obtained to inform the process, 
and the updated draft Hazard Index for the 2023 update (with the overall 
Hazard Index number from the 2017 Plan next to the 2023 updated number). 
Where numbers are indicated as higher, that is correlated to an increase in 
the number of events/impacts from the events since the 2017 Plan. Also, the 
‘Location’ was included in the overall Hazard Index number calculations for 
the 2023 update, but not included in the 2017 Plan calculations (community’s 
decision). There aren’t any pros/cons when calculating the overall Hazard 
Index number, as they should be reflective of the best available data and 
historic experiences in the community. Craig indicated that the LHMC should 
review and provide input into the scoring since the community can adjust 
up/down as they see fit. Joe mentioned concerned for public perception if the 
majority of hazards rank as ‘high’ and that we should emphasize the hazards 
most significant/impactful to the community. Craig went back through the 
Hazard Index from the 2017 Plan and 2023 update, added all the score from 
the 2017 Plan and adjusted the 2023 update scoring based on best available 
data, not including the ‘Location’ scoring for consistency with the 2017 Plan’s 
methodology and to allow the top/most significant hazards to surface. The 
result indicates the top hazards as Riverine/Flash Flooding and Heavy Rain, 
Blizzards/Snow/Nor’easters, Hurricanes/High Winds (consistent with the 2017 
Plan and the Municipal Resilience Program process ). It also indicates 
increases in Extreme Cold, Drought, and a new entry for Extreme Heat (also 
consistent with the 2017 Plan and the Municipal Resilience Program process 
). Chief Anderson commented that perhaps the Wildfire numbers should be 
increased due to increases in contributing factors including Drought and 
Extreme Heat. All LHMC members should review the updated Hazard Index, 
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FEMA Hazard Index Scoring Criteria, Severe Events Database and provide 
feedback as needed (all documents attached). Chief Anderson should 
complete the scoring for Wildfires.           

6. Next Steps. 
a. Public Workshop #1. 

i. Craig stated that the 2017 Plan Report Card and Hazard Index 
update needs to be finalized prior to scheduling the workshop. Both 
topics will be the focus of this first workshop.  

ii. The LHMC discussed a potential location and approach for this 
workshop to facilitate a strong turnout from the community. Craig 
stated that any public venue would work, but perhaps not Town Hall 
(residents are historically apprehensive of speaking out at public 
meetings with officials). In the past workshops have been held at 
more neutral locations such as the Library or schools. The LHMC 
also discussed providing incentives by way of food. Craig requested 
existing distribution lists from all LHMC members from past 
community engagement/outreach efforts/initiatives. Craig will work 
with the Core Planning Team to confirm the data needed to 
schedule this workshop. LHMC members are not required to attend 
the workshop but are welcome to attend and support the project. 

iii. Craig will work with Sarah King on the advertising/marketing of this 
workshop to the public.      

b. Online Survey.  
i. Craig stated an online survey will be developed as part of the 

community engagement component of the 2023 update. HW has a 
contract with Survey Monkey and will develop the draft survey for 
review by the LHMC. This survey will be kicked off at the first public 
workshop and will likely remain open for several months, depending 
upon the response rate. Sarah asked about paper copies available 
in the community. Craig will provide the Word-version of the survey 
to Sarah for distribution in the community. 


